
  

  

 

 

BRAVE CHANGING WORLD: 
INBOUND KEEPING YOU POSTED 

 

News & Views #13 
  

 

It’s the week end and you earned! In this week’s selection of our posts, we 
focus on the importance of ESG for investment purposes and for listed 

companies including small caps, We mention the fate of Victoria’s Secret and 
that of AT&T’s media division, raising questions about King Content, as well 
as some apps: for local shopping, for tracing. Our latest White Paper on the 
inexorable march of digital in the art world is timely with Art Basel’s Online 

Viewing Rooms just opened. Its argument is getting vindicated by the 
art/digital newsflow. 

   
Have a good read and have a great week end! 

  
The Inbound Capital team  

www.inbound.capital 
  

 

 

SMALL CAPS  

 

https://capital.us4.list-manage.com/track/click?u=07ad5d9a1a36d020590736356&id=6c231bd7ba&e=dbe29cf097


 

       

Most listed companies are now more and more keen to meet ESG criteria. That's a good 

thing as the more they comply with ESG rules, the better their stock price perform. The 

problem is that there are many different ratings which are based on subjective views. 

Financial criteria are the same for each company but for ESG there are many options : how 

do you rate a company on the benefits of its products or the impact of its operations on 

people? An holistic ESG analysis should evaluate how its core business model contributes 

to society, but most external ratings services do not attempt to cover this. Concentrating 

only on ESG risks rather than benefits is like measuring football teams based on their track 

record of conceding penalties, while ignoring their ability to score goals. Getting wrong ESG 

ratings has consequences: good companies are excluded from the growing pool of capital 

being deployed to sustainable portfolios; investors lose the investment returns that could 

have been generated from investing in growing companies; and society is the poorer, 

because the excessive focus on risks discourages investment in the very companies that 

can be part of the solution to a range of pressing social and environmental issues. #esg 

#sustainability #sustainable 

Click here to find out more >> 

  

   

BRA-TTLE ROYALE. SMALL CAPS GLOBALLY  
have hardly participated to the "De-confinement Rally" led by their large cap counterparts. 

This is especially true of listed women's apparel names like WOLFORD (WOL AV) and 

VICTORIA'S SECRET (LB:US)'s owner L Brands, which are left in a similar place as their 

models in the dressing room: in the cold. Both are c.85% down from their peaks, the woes 

of retail in the pandemic compounding previous strategic issues. While many deals saw 

their terms re-negotiated due to the pandemic (the epitome of a material new event) and a 

few smaller companies had back-and-forths with possible partners, it claimed few already-

signed deals. One however was actually L Brand: PE firm Sycamore Partners pulling out of 

the agreement to buy it set an important negative precedent for agreed M&A transactions. 

Call it fatal (lack of) attraction. 
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Click here to find out more >> 

  

 

START-UPS & TECH  

 

 

    

THE FUTURE OF ART IS NOT DIGITAL - BUT ACTUALLY IT IS 

How else to read the brilliant article by Art Basel's global director Marc Spiegler in the FT on 

the seismic shift online of the art world, catalysed by Covid-19? Marc Spiegler rightly warns 

against the threat of an "Amazon art world" deprived of "power to move our souls" and 

insists on the critical importance of inter-personal relationships and that buying/selling is an 

act of trust in art. Rather he envisions "a hybrid landscape where digital and physical are 

intermeshed rather than disconnected, creating a broader ecosystem of people all over the 

world" - which is our point exactly in our White Paper and what Arteïa (www.arteïa.com) is 

striving to achieve down the line with its marketplace. 

Click here to find out more >> 

  

   

After Hong Kong, Art Basel is organising its second online fair (now called "viewing room"!). 

There are emerging trends which confirm what we wrote in our white Paper, "Art's 

inevitable digital leap forward": i) most transactions are under $1m and very rarely above 

$1m which show that buyers still prefer to see expensive artwork "in real", ii) displaying a 

price is important to attract more buyers, especially new ones, iii) galleries become more 

engaged with their artists as it is easier for the galleries to show more artworks from the 

same artist (galleries create their own online website with additional works which are not in 

their Swiss “virtual booths"). Even if some galleries still think that Art Basel viewing room is 

a "joke", we are convinced that it is the only way for most fairs to survive as collectors have 

https://capital.us4.list-manage.com/track/click?u=07ad5d9a1a36d020590736356&id=74a4af95ae&e=dbe29cf097
https://capital.us4.list-manage.com/track/click?u=07ad5d9a1a36d020590736356&id=497213e24e&e=dbe29cf097
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realised during the lockdown that travelling around the world to attend up to 12 fairs/year 

was time consuming to meet the same people and see the artworks from the same artists! 

Arteïa (www.arteia.com) focuses on all the new digital trends to improve the efficiency of 

the art market: increasing the number of collectors, improving the visibility of less known 

artists and displaying artworks' prices. #Arteïa #Onlinefair #digitaltransformation 

Click here to find out more >> 

  

 

   

Molotov launches B2B service that will build and operate streaming platforms for other 

companies. 

Click here to find out more >> 

  

 

FINANCE & ECONOMY  

 

   

CONTENT NOT SO KING. AT&T (T:US)  
Reportedly putting up its Warner Bros gaming division up for sale for c.$4bn - with titles tied 

to its film franchises: Happy Potter, Game of Thrones... - may sound counter-intuitive to 

video-game junkies who saw no disruption from lockdown (they hardly leave their bedroom 

anyway). Yet AT&T has not been immune to the negative impact of Covid-19 on the US 

economy and on consumers' purses, especially for premium entertainment services, plus 

new TV productions grinding to a halt and no live sports for advertisers. In April, AT&T 

blamed economic uncertainty for withdrawing financial targets provided last November (incl. 

3-year moderate revenue growth). Video-games may not be the biggest unit within 

WarnerMedia - behind the awesome Mr MERCEDES series (season 1 at least) - but could 

help reduce the >$150bn of debt saddled with its acquisition in 2018 and satisfy Elliott 

Management's request to divest non-core assets. Because they offer relatively more visible 

and stable revenues, investors typically flock towards phone/internet stocks: Covid-19 may 

have made AT&T's foray into Content even more expensive when looking at T:US. 
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Click here to find out more >> 

  

 

    

You still doubt #ESG factors are running your #money? For those of us who lived and 

breathed SRi (socially responsible investing) in the noughties, only to see it morph into 

healthcare investing as supply dried up, there has been room for sceptisicm. But when a 

senior Schroders stalwart gets poached to Capital Group to lead the ESG challenge, its 

possibly time to join the crowd for a while. #IFAs lack of interest in the past had been the 

cause of slow take up, but research from FE Fundinfo’s Surfing the Wave financial adviser 

report, showed 56 per cent of advisers had increased the amount of client money invested 

in ESG investments in 2019. Only 13 per cent polled said they did not plan to incorporate 

ESG into their offering. #inboundcapital can help #corporates understand how to meet this 

new investment challenge. 

Click here to find out more >> 

  

 

   

EBITDAC:  
the new financial indicator created to make you forget about the coronavirus crisis... This 

creative accounting measure rather started as a joke, but it seems that some listed 

companies are ready to take it seriously and use it to present their operational performance 

in a more flattering way, while neutralising the effects of the pandemic in their accounts… 

Click here to find out more >> 

  

 

WHITE PAPERS  
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ART'S INEVITABLE LEAP FORWARD (And why digital investors should 
care) 

With its fourth White Paper, Inbound Capital has focused on a vital but little-known sector: 

the art market and the growing impact of digital. Online sales and digital activity have 

arguably been a saving grace for the sector particularly hit in its traditional form by Covid-

19. The pandemic in turn has dramatically accelerated its digitalisation, bringing 

revolutionary changes like increased price transparency. We hope you find it interesting. 

Click here to find out more >> 

  

 

    

We still believe that contact tracing apps are doomed and not just because of privacy 

concerns. 

Click here to find out more >> 

  

 

LIFESTYLE & OTHERS  
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THE WAZE OF LOCAL SHOPPING 

Call it a collateral benefit of COVID-19 but going to your convenience store will never be the 

same again: a team of developers at Credit Agricole Technology & Services (CA-TS), part 

of French group Credit Agricole, has developed C'A COTE - a collaborative app telling you 

whether there is an agonising long queue at your local bakery, whether your local chemist 

has the prescription you need etc. While the CA-TS team thought it might not survive 

beyond lockdown, C'A COTE is definitely catching on - unsurprising given the efficient PR 

by Aurelia Barth, Inbound Capital's Senior Advisor for Digital & E-Commerce 

(https://lnkd.in/g6_nDid)! 

Click here to find out more >> 

  

 

    

Art Basel will be fully virtual in 2020. In just three months, online contemporary art fairs 

have become the new normal. All the 281 galleries participating to Art Basel 2020 will 

promote around 4,000 works in online showrooms showing photos and videos, with price 

tags next to them – or at least price brackets… The price displayed can go as high as $10m 

and it seems increasingly clear from the experience of the past few months that internet is 

not an obstacle to large transactions, when customers already know the gallery and the 

artist concerned... Art is definitely going digital!... 

Click here to find out more >> 

  

 

   

#blacklivesmatter - have a listen to #muhammadali explaining the problem to 

#michaelparkinson back in 1970. An eloquent and powerfully delivered message with all 

statues left intact. 

Click here to find out more >> 
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(#singing !) "Stranded at #Drivin, branded a fool ....." Remember #Danny and #Sandy ? 

Those were the days - #Grease IS the word - #leather, #polkadots and #brylcreem! Anyone 

up for a weekend trip to the #Drive-in ? Who would have thought that #covid19 could 

resurrect such a passe social pastime and one with the wrong kind carbon footprint to boot? 

When #Boris announced to a nation of #publovers the exceptional news that we could all 

now visit #zoo #safaripark and #drivein, a tearful nation must have mouthed en-masse 

'What Drive-in?' (and WTF**k!) Well here is a new one #Goodwood, supported by the waste 

expanding #HaagenDaas (no more please!) and I can imagine pop-up screens will be at an 

open space near you sometime soon. Just remember - BEWARE #THEBLOB ! 

Click here to find out more >> 
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Inbound Capital acts as Fund Raiser for private company ARTEÏA. 

 

IMPORTANT NOTICE 
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The information used in preparing this document was obtained either from public sources or from 

sources to which Inbound Capital have been authorised access. Inbound Capital has made no 

independent verification of the information. Accordingly no representation or warranty of any kind 

(whether express or implied) is given by Inbound Capital and its employees as to the accuracy, 

completeness or fitness for any purpose of this document. 
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